Circle the word that has the same meaning.

1. to take with the promise to return or replace
   lose  borrow  give  pay

2. a number or other written symbol that is not a letter of the alphabet
   figure  part  total  estimate

3. to look quickly or secretly
   ignore  stare  overlook  peek

4. showed or helped to gain knowledge
   ignorant  taught  uninformed  gentle

5. to jump forward lightly by sliding and hopping on one foot and then the other.
   stand  sit  skip  wait

6. the work a person does to earn money; job or trade
   business  fun  hobby  happening
Circle the word that has the same meaning.

1. to take with the promise to return or replace
   - lose
   - **borrow**
   - give
   - pay

2. a number or other written symbol that is not a letter of the alphabet
   - **figure**
   - part
   - total
   - estimate

3. to look quickly or secretly
   - ignore
   - stare
   - overlook
   - peek

4. showed or helped to gain knowledge
   - ignorant
   - **taught**
   - uninformed
   - gentle

5. to jump forward lightly by sliding and hopping on one foot and then the other.
   - stand
   - sit
   - **skip**
   - wait

6. the work a person does to earn money; job or trade
   - **business**
   - fun
   - hobby
   - happening